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 Survey Introduction and Purpose

 June Area Survey Basics –

 materials, maps, terms and definitions, etc.

 Area Screening questionnaire –

 procedures, rules, Ag vs Non-Ag, coding requirements, 
etc.

 Area Tract Questionnaire –

 Fill out an example, discuss details and things to watch

 Coordinated Surveys

School Plans



Hotel Information
 Austin office will pay for the hotel room
 Enumerators pay for room service, 

movies, and other room charges
 Hotel may put a hold on debit cards

 Report issues with your room, bill, etc.
 Meeting rooms have water stations
 Hotel layout – restrooms, fitness center, 

restaurant, etc.



Workshop Participation

 Big classroom with large attendance

 Set cell phones to silent or vibrate

 Listen to presenters, note sound problems

 Ask questions – Please raise hands

 Limit side conversations and comments

 Will have several breaks through the day –
Please return promptly!



Materials Already Sent to Enumerators

 Letter with survey and workshop details

 Enumerator quiz

 Blank Area Screening questionnaire

 Blank Area Tract questionnaire

 Agricultural Surveys Interviewer Manual



Workshop Folder Contents – Left Side

 Agenda

 Participant roster

 Workshop evaluation

 Survey calendar and coordinated surveys information

 UPS instructions

 Prescreening guide

 Thank you sheet (with OMB burden statement, sales card)

 Letter regarding USDA-FSA cooperation

 2 Press releases:  2017 June Area Survey and 2016 June Acreage 
estimate publication

 3 Pre-survey letters to producers:  June Area Survey, June Quarterly 
Ag Survey (a.k.a. Crops/Stocks or June List), and ARMS Phase 1 Survey



Workshop Folder Contents – Right Side

 Screening questionnaire column 20a 
definitions

 Completed Tract Questionnaire for 
presentation 

 Blank Section D for practice exercise
 Blank Section D Supplement
 Section D “cheat sheet”
 Blank June Area Screening Questionnaire
 Blank June Area Tract Questionnaire



Overview

• About the June Area Survey 

• Purpose

• June Area Survey Calendar

• What’s New, Your Job 

• Aerial Photos

• Problem Segments



About the June Area Survey
 Largest data collection effort each year.

 Primary data source for mid-year crop acreage and 
livestock reports

 Results published in the June 30th Acreage report





Purpose
 Provide the first clear indication of 2017 planted crop 

acreage in the U.S., which provides the base for future 
production forecasts this season

 Help measure cattle and hog mid-year inventories, 
and expected calf and pig crops.

 Measure the incompleteness of our list sampling 
frame and Census mail list

 Identify the NOL (not-on-list) domain for the rest of 
the survey year



Data collection begins Friday, May 26

All Non-Ag segments in 
Austin

ASAP

Last day to deliver forms
to NASDA Supervisors

Wednesday, June 7

Last Day to UPS to Austin 
with Next Day AND
Saturday delivery label

Thursday, June 8

All segments in Austin Saturday, June 10

June Area Survey Calendar



What’s New and Reminders

 ACES segments

 Oklahoma and Texas have ZERO new June Area segments this year. Same 
segments as last year.

 Color stripes on the Area Screening questionnaires, Area Tract 
questionnaires, and ACES questionnaires
 Due to regional processing of the survey, color stripes have been added 

to Oklahoma and ACES to differentiate the forms of the two states and 
the ACES Survey.

 Green is being used to denote Oklahoma
 No stripe is being used to denote Texas
 Orange is being used to denote ACES
 If for some reason you have forms with the wrong identification, alert 

the Austin office immediately and we will work to rectify the situation. 
Under no circumstances should you use forms from the wrong state or 
survey.



Your Job
 Locate and familiarize yourself with the segment

 Identify all tract operators (Ag and Non-Ag)

 Account for all land in the segment

 Record the most complete name, address, and contact 
information possible for each tract

 Correctly determine which operations have 
agricultural activity and complete required Area Tract 
questionnaire

 Be able to explain the purpose and importance of the 
June Area Survey



Your Job
 Accurately draw tract boundaries and fields

 Correctly identify field usage on the photo and in the 
Area Tract questionnaire

 Gather complete and accurate information for all 
sections of the Area Tract questionnaire

 For refusal, partial refusal, and inaccessible Ag Tracts: 
make the best possible estimates from observation 
and knowledge of the operation

 Be efficient and organized to complete work on 
schedule

 Send in work as it is completed (partial segments)



Coming 
Soon To 

A Farm Near 
You...

2017 Mid-Year 

Agricultural Surveys



Agenda

NASS Overview

Confidentiality

NASDA/NASS

Agricultural Surveys

Published Data



Who is NASS?

U.S. Department of Agriculture’s

National 

Agricultural 

Statistics 

Service



NASS Mission Statement

“To provide timely, accurate, and useful 

statistics in service to U.S. Agriculture.”

• Timely:
• Surveys revolve around a reference data with data 

collection times dictated by specific due dates.

• Accurate:

• Gather data in a confidential, systematic, unbiased 

way.

• Useful:
• Publically available results benefit the entire industry.



What Does NASS Do?

• Administer USDA’s Statistical Estimating Program 

and the 5-year Census of Agriculture

• Coordinate Federal/State Agricultural Statistical 

needs

• Statistical consulting for Federal/State or private 

organizations and other countries 

• Statistical Research



What NASS Doesn’t Do

• Set policy

• Regulate activities

• Permit influence

• Disclose individual reports

• Favor any group above others

• Market commentators



Basic Principles

Surveys – Voluntary Reporting   

Agriculture Census – Mandatory Reporting

Census of Agriculture Act of 1997 

(Public Law 105-113; November 1997)

U.S. Code, Title 7, Chapter 55, Section 2204q



Types of Reports

• Monthly crop forecast, slaughter, cattle on 

feed inventories, etc.

• Quarterly grain stocks, acreage reports, 

hog inventories, etc.

• Annual crop production, livestock 

inventories, environmental estimates, farm 

production expenditures, etc.



Did You Know???

When you read about agriculture in a 

newspaper, farm magazine, trade journal, or 

see a report on television, the facts being 

quoted are usually from a NASS survey of 

farmers.



Critical Role of the Producer

Information for NASS reports comes from 

the best possible source

-The Producer!



Critical Role of the Producer

• Every response improves the accuracy of 

the published statistics.

• Farmers are the only ones who can 

provide these data.

• Information provides for a more orderly 

marketing process with less price variation 

due to uncertainty.



NASS Data Use Principles

• Names, addresses, and personal identifiers are 

never revealed nor kept with data.

• NASS survey and census data never leave NASS 

facilities.

• Only authorized persons working for NASS as 

employees or sworn partners, who are subject to 

fines and imprisonment for unauthorized 

disclosure, can access NASS data.



NASS Data Use Principles

• NASS does not conduct surveys or provide data 

for private, proprietary purposes.

• When NASS collects data for others in a NASS 

approved study, farmers will always be informed 

about the cooperating sponsor and participation 

will always be voluntary.

• Summary data from all NASS surveys and 

censuses are available to everyone, but will 

never disclose individual reported information.



Data Confidentiality

Individual reported data are strictly 

confidential by law.

(Title 7, U.S. Code)



Data Confidentiality

• All data are confidential.

• Data must not be used against the respondent or 

to benefit an employee.

• Must not disclose identity of respondents.

• Names, addresses, phone number from survey 

may not be used for solicitation.

• Do not discuss information with anyone outside 

of NASDA or NASS.



Data Confidentiality

• Must not allow anyone not with NASS or 

NASDA to be present during interview.



NASS

• Decides the work to be done and coordinates with 

NASDA Supervisor.

• Decides methodology and criteria used in 

performing the work.

• Prioritizes the work.

• Authorizes NASDA Supervisory Assignments.

• Determines if the work performed is acceptable.





NASDA 

• NASDA - National Association of State 

Departments of Agriculture

• Nonprofit, nonpolitical organization 

comprised of the 50 State Departments.

• NASDA's mission - To support and 

promote the American agricultural 

industry, while protecting consumers and 

the environment.



NASDA

• Employs workers on a part-time intermittent basis 

to complete NASS surveys.

• Advertises open positions, hires, promotes,  

dismisses, and evaluates work performance.

• Assigns specific tasks to individual enumerators.

• Provides day-to-day supervision for enumerators.



What Are the Mid-Year Surveys?

• June Quarterly Agricultural Survey

• June Area Survey (annual)

• June Quarterly Hog Survey

• Agricultural Coverage Evaluation Survey 

(ACES)



What Types of Data Are Produced?

• Planted and harvested acres for major 

crops

• June 1 Hog inventories

• Pig Crop for the previous quarter

• Land Values and Cash Rents



Purpose of Agricultural Surveys

• Provides current, unbiased indications about 

market information.

• NASS uses these indications, weather, historic 

information, check data, etc. to make forecast and 

set estimates.



Why participate in Ag Surveys?

• Every response improves the accuracy of the 

published estimates - less imputation.

• Farmers are the only ones who can provide these 

data.

• Information provides for orderly marketing of 

commodities with less price variation. 



Why participate in Ag  Surveys? 
(continued)

• Provides for a  'Level Playing Field' -

Estimates are available to everyone at the 

same time at no cost.

• Individual data are strictly confidential.



Who Uses the Data?

• Farmers and ranchers rely on NASS 

reports to make production and marketing 

decisions. 



Who Uses the Data?

• Agribusinesses who provide farmers with 

seeds, equipment, chemicals, and other 

goods and services study NASS reports 

when planning their marketing strategy.



Who Uses the Data?

• Food processors, transportation providers, 

storage facilities, banks and other financial 

institutions rely on NASS data.

• Analysts use NASS statistics to make 

projections of coming trends and their 

economic implications.



• U.S. and State legislatures to make well-

informed long-range plans and 

emergency decisions that affect farmers.

• Farmer associations to promote 

agriculture and protect member interests. 

Who Uses the Data?



What If ... No Agricultural Surveys?

• Less information 

would lead to more 

price fluctuation.

Farmers would face 

more economic 

uncertainty due to 

price instability.

?

?

?

?



What If ... No Agricultural Surveys?

• Federal programs, 

legislation, and impact 

studies would struggle 

under great uncertainty 

with no agricultural 

benchmarks. ?
?

?

?Farmers, ranchers, and their 

organizations would lack strong 

data to support their positions.



Published Data

Step 1 - Enumerators collect data

Step 2 - Data edited and summarized

Step 3 - Submit recommendations to HQ

Step 4 - HQ Stats review, then Mini-Board

Step 5 - Publish estimates at set release time

Step 6 – Put out National and State Releases



Agricultural Statistics Board Calendar



How and When Are 
Data Released?

• All data will be available on the Internet: 

www.nass.usda.gov

• Acreage & Grain Stocks - June 30, 2017

• Quarterly Hogs and Pigs - June 29, 2017

• Land Values - Aug 3, 2017

http://www.nass.usda.gov/




PUBLISHED DATA



http://www.nass.usda.gov



http://www.nass.usda.gov/ok



http://www.nass.usda.gov/tx



http://www.nasda.org/NASS.aspx



We Need Your Help!

Action Benefit

Share the urgency and 

need with potential 

respondents

Higher participation rates 

and lower government 

cost

Encourage accurate 

reporting by operators 
Quality statistics

Get the results when 

released
"Information is power"



Promotion Tools

Your relationship and credibility with 

farmers and ranchers is the foundation

We will provide:
Pre-survey letter

FSA notification letter

USDA officials



2017 Mid-Year Agricultural Surveys

THANK YOU 

for ALL YOU DO!



Survey Methods and 
Participation

A Statistician’s Overview of the NASS Surveys



Survey Planning Cycle

Survey 
Proper

Post-
survey

Activities

Pre-
survey

Activities



Pre-survey and Preparation of  
Survey Materials

• Survey Calendars

• Pre-survey Letters

• Questionnaires/Labeling

• Read and Distribute Manuals

• Interviewer’s Manual

• Survey Administration Manual (Office Staff)

• Other Materials as Needed



Determining Collection Methods

• Resources Available
• Time

• Money

• People

• Type of Survey

• Length of Survey

• Ease of Self Administration



Data Collection Methods

• Personal enumeration

• Telephone enumeration

• Mail

• Electronic data reporting (Internet)

• Or a combination of……???



Personal Enumeration

• Why use personal enumeration?
• Survey requires personal enumeration

• June Area Survey, ARMS III or Objective Yield Survey

• Personal Touch
• Extreme operators (EO’s)

• Special handling records

• Requested by respondent

• Non-response follow-up



Telephone Enumeration

• Why use telephone data collection?
• Allows large amounts of data to be collected in an 

accurate, reliable, and timely manner 

• Less expensive than personal enumeration

• When CATI is utilized, reduces field office staff 
processing time (i.e. keying and manual editing)



Data Collection By Mail

• Why use mail for data collection?
• Costs savings is much cheaper compared to field or 

telephone data collection.

• Respondent Convenience

• Easily identifiable as a USDA-NASS survey

• Provides respondent a survey instrument before an 
enumerator contact is made



Data Collection Strategies

• Mail and EDR with phone CATI follow-up

• Mail, EDR, telephone follow-up, field follow-up

• Field work for telephone inaccessibles, disconnects

• Preselects



The Right Combination

• A combination of the four modes can 
optimize response rates while minimizing 

expenditures

Optimal response rates, minimized 
expenditures



Pre-Survey Process

• Pre-Survey 
• Assigning data collection method (DCMs)

• Remembering our 3 constraints of time, money, people

• Survey statistician assigns methods based on historic 
information and/or past knowledge of the operation 
after careful review of DCMs Codes and PS Codes in 
ELMO. 



Pre-Survey Process

• Pre-Survey 
• Operations selected for field interviews are:

• Bad phone numbers
• DCM (Data Collection Method) Codes for field, field phone, and 

personal enumeration
• Preselected Strata such as EO’s (Extreme Operators)
• Based on comments from previous surveys

• Operations selected for Office holds are:
• Dangerous or Threatening Refusals
• Out of business/out of scope for the survey
• Consistent refusal from all methods of data collection

• Final review is based on historic data collection and best 
method to get the data



Pre-Survey Process

• Assigning Enumerators for the survey
• Listings are mailed to supervisors 2-3 weeks prior to 

survey start

• NASDA Supervisor assigns enumerators and 
returns listings to the office



Enumerator Training

• Enumerator training is conducted by SPRO
• Office enumerators are trained prior to start of survey

• Field enumerators are trained at one of the state 
workshops or by supervisor

• Our goal is to make sure everyone understands all 
questions and wording



Survey Proper

• Collection of Data (Manage Time and Costs)

• Editing & Processing of Data

• Management of Tools & Processes

• Provide Assistance to Enumerators

• Quality Control

• Summarization of Data



Survey Proper

• Check-in of completed forms
• Removes operators who have completed the survey 

from being contacted again

• Done on a daily basis each morning

• Check-in includes enumerator number, completion 
code, mode code



Survey Proper

• Check-in also allows us to create status reports for 
statisticians and supervisors

• NASDA Coordinator stays in contact with supervisors on 
the status of survey progress



Quality Control

• Telephone Monitoring

• Call Back
• Telephone 

• Field

• Screening



Survey Participation

 You are the interviewers, we are statisticians

 As statisticians, we have data that might be helpful for 
you and your staff to do your job

 First we’ll talk about what we know about reluctant 
survey respondents and refusals

 Then we will talk about how to use this information



Getting Response

• What are some of the reasons for non-
response?

• What are some of the reasons respondents 
cooperate?



Two types of uncooperative respondents

• Reluctant Respondents:
• Have not definitely refused or haven’t given a reason for 

refusing

• Refusals:
• Have said they will NOT respond, or have given a specific 

reason for not providing data



What do we know about 
uncooperative survey respondents?



Respondent Concerns
 Asking questions is good.  Respondents will end up 

participating 92% of the time!

 80% of people who say “I’m too busy” end up 
participating.

 52% of those who initially make negative comments end 
up participating



Respondent Concerns

 Reluctance is NOT:
Personal
Bad (asking questions usually leads to cooperation)
A value judgment
Expressed exactly
Generic
A refusal!

 Reluctance is:
Individual and unique for each person
A request for information
A test of our credibility
An opportunity to identify respondent concerns
An opportunity to display your skills
A challenge!!!



What do we know about NASS 
respondents?



Why do you keep bothering me?

How much are we really burdening our 
respondents?

 Is there a point at which burden is too 
much?

 Are there certain types of burden that 
cause non-response?



Let’s find out…

 Analysis of Burden

 Looked at a four year period (January 2000-
December 2003)

 All NASS surveys (but not all state surveys)

 184 possible contacts

 Over 2 million farms in US



Can you answer these questions?

 What percentage of farms were NEVER contacted during the 4 year 
period?

 What was the most times an operator was contacted during that 4 year 
period?

 Which of these make farm operators more likely to refuse?
More contacts?
More time in interviews?
Less time between interviews?
Being in the ARMS survey?
All of the above?
None of the above?



How can we get information to 
respondents?

• Pre-survey mailings

• Survey release mailings

• General NASS information handouts

• Survey specific handouts

• Media

• YOU! Professional interviewers who are trained on 
obtaining cooperation



Personality – Does it affect interviewing?

 You get a variety of different people in our surveys

 One of the things that might affect whether they 
participate is their personality

 How are personalities of interviewers and farmers 
different from the general public?



Respondents

Farmers and Ranchers are more likely to be:

Thinkers – factual, rational, detail oriented

Movers – task oriented, quick to act



Personality Based Interview Tailoring

 How does personality relate to respondents and 
interviewing?

How a potential respondent will react

What information they want

What they expect from others



Active Listening

• Common Poor Listening Habits:
• Not paying attention
• Acting like the respondent is 

helping you out by answering
• Cannot answer concerns 

because you haven’t really 
heard the respondent

• Rambling on, changing topic
• Listening but not hearing
• Feeling defensive
• Interrupting
• Hearing what is expected
• Listening for point of 

disagreement
• ‘Pseudo listening’

• Behavior for effective listening:
• Paying attention
• Acting confident and 

professional
• Able to address concerns with 

specific answers
• Being concise and to the point
• Watching non-verbal cues
• Listening for the whole message
• Paraphrasing what was heard
• Hearing before evaluating
• Listening without always 

thinking about what you are 
going to say

• Focusing on the speaker



Characteristics of the Professional 
Interviewer

• Know the survey and the data and believe they are 
important

• Know that NASS and USDA are important

• Know they will have a good response

• Have the ability to empathize with and listen to the 
respondent, and tailor the interaction to each 
individual

• Past experience with a variety of respondents

• Have the ability to develop rapport with 
respondents



Hidden Concerns

• Who are you?
• The respondent is literally asking for your name or 

agency.  However, what they may really want to know is 
“Are you selling something?”

• Why don’t you call someone else?
• The respondent is literally asking you to explain why 

they were selected for this survey.  What they may really 
want to know is “What am I going to get out of this?” or 
“Why is my data important?” or “I don’t want to do this 
unless there’s a good reason.”



Hidden Concerns

• What kind of information do you want?
• The respondent is literally asking you to  explain the 

questions in the survey.  What they really may want to 
know is, “How much time will this take?” or “How 
complicated will this be to answer?”

• How long will this take?
• The respondent is asking about the amount of time it 

will take to complete the interview.  What they may 
really want to know is how difficult the interview may 
be. 



Handling Reluctance

• Partial Commitment
• Interview on a “trial” basis; Example, “I think you’ll find 

the questions straightforward.  We can skip any 
questions or stop any time you feel uncomfortable.”

• Citing Outside Experts
• Show credibility and importance of survey by citing local 

or national experts

• Use local newspapers, magazines, universities, agency 
endorsements, etc.



Handling Reluctance

• Agreeing
• If people have concerns, do not try to tell them that they 

are wrong.  Assure them that their concerns are valid 
and you understand

• Example: Resp: “I’m not going to answer any personal 
questions!”  Enum: “Oh, I wouldn’t want you to.  Your 
privacy is important to us, your numbers are never used 
individually, they are only summarized with data from all 
the other surveyed farms.  I’ve legally sworn not to 
divulge any individual’s information.”



Handling Reluctance

• Series of Directed Questions
• Don’t back down from threats to call congressmen or 

authorities, ask “why?” regarding respondent concerns

• Examples, “I’m writing to my congressman that this is a 
waste of my tax money!” “Don’t you think legislators 
should have the best information in making decisions?  
When they are working to make sure our tax money is 
well spent, your information, along with other farmers, 
provides them with the facts they need to make 
educated decisions.  That’s why your participation is so 
important.”



Handling Reluctance

• Take Notes
• If a respondent has concerns, offer to take notes and 

pass the information on to your field office staff

• Many people will think twice about what they are saying 
if they realize it will be written down and passed to 
someone else



Recovering from a Refusal



After getting a refusal….

• How do you feel after getting a refusal?

• How do you regroup after a refusal before 
continuing to the next interview?

• What can you do to prepare for your next interview 
if you’ve experienced a bad one?



Questions?



The Sample:

List Frame and Area 

Frame Concepts

May 2017

New Enumerator Training

Southern Plains Region



Statistical Inference is the process of using 

data obtained from a sample to make 

estimates or test claims about the 

characteristics of a population.

Statistical Inference



Target Population

• The Target Population is the group about 
which information is sought, or about which 
we want to make inferences.

• It is the group we intend to sample, those 
people, farms, businesses, etc. with the 
items about which information is needed.

• Examples
• All farms and ranches in the United States

• All hog owners in the United States

• All wheat acres harvested for grain in the U.S.



Sampling Frame 

• A Sampling Frame is a listing of 

elements of the population that 

allows one to select a sample with 

known probabilities.

• A sampling frame is effective if it is 

complete and unique.



Sampling Frames

• NASS uses several sampling frames

• List frames
• Farmers and ranchers
• Agri-businesses

• Area frame
• Segments of land
• Used for the June Area Survey

• Multiple Frame
• Joint use of two or more frames



What is a List Sampling Frame?

• A list frame is a list of farmers and ranchers.  

• NASS statisticians maintain control data that tells us how many 

acres and/or livestock animals each farm operation has.

• Our list frame is never fully complete.  People are constantly 

going in and out of business.  And sometimes, we find 

duplication in our list.

• Samples are selected based on what commodities are needed 

for a survey.  For example, for a cattle survey, we only select 

farm operators who have cattle on our list.



List Sampling Frame
• Samples from a list frame are generally selected based on size of 

farm operations.  

• The list frame is broken down into strata.  The higher the strata 

number, the larger the farm operation.

• For most surveys, only a sample of farm operators are selected 

for contact.

• Some farm operators are selected from each strata.

• The farmers and ranchers in a sample represent others of similar 

size.  They may represent 50 or more other farms.

• It is important to get the most accurate data possible from every 

farm operator selected for the survey!



List Sampling Frame

• Oklahoma has about 80,000 farms.
• 59%, or about 47,000 farms, have < $10,000 in sales

• 31%, or about 25,000 farms, have $10K-$100K in sales

• 10%, or about   8,000 farms, have > $100,000 in sales, and 

this number keeps increasing.

• Texas has about 250,000 farms.
• 70%, or about 175,000 farms, have < $10,000 in sales

• 23%, or about   57,000 farms, have $10K-$100K in sales

• 7%, or about   18,000 farms, have > $100,000 in sales, and 

this number keeps increasing.

• Source of data:  2012 Census of Agriculture



List Sampling Frame

• Sometimes, the top 10% of farm operations have the 

majority of the production of commodities

• Because of their importance, these farm operators 

are called Extreme Operators (EO's) and they tend to 

get sampled more often than the smaller farm 

operations.

• Without data from Extreme Operators (EO's), our 

published state and/or county estimates would not be 

as strong.



List Sampling Frame

• When a name is selected from a list frame for a survey, the 

information requested pertains to all the crops and livestock on 

the total acres operated by the selected name.

• For a list frame survey, you are trying to get the information for 

the name that is on the label.  You do not care where the farm 

operation is located.  The target is the name.

• For multi-state farm operators there may be special 

instructions.

• For out-of-state farm operators we count them in the state 

where the majority of the farm operation is.



List Sampling Frame

• Advantages

• It is cheaper to use than an area frame 

since some farm operators can be 

contacted by mail or phone to get data

• We can target specific commodities

• Disadvantages

• A list is never completely accurate

• High respondent burden on EO’s



What is an Area Sampling Frame?

• An area frame is all the land area in the target 

population (e.g., all land in the United States)

• NASS cartographers and statisticians use digital 

satellite photography and very specialized software 

tools to categorize and select area segments by land 

utilization.

• The NASS area frame is complete (48 states).

• The area frame often finds farm operators that we do 

not have on our list frame.



Area Sampling Frame

• The NASS area frame is broken down into strata defined by the 

land utilization.

• A sample of area segments is selected from each strata.

• Area segments represent others of similar land utilization. They 

may represent 100 or more other area segments.

• It is important to get the most accurate data possible from every 

land operator in each segment selected for the survey!



NASS June Area Survey Frame



>50% cultivated

15-50% cultivated

<15% cultivated

agri urban

commercial

non agricultural

water

NASS June Area Survey Frame
Land Use Stratification



Area Sampling Frame

Typical Land Use Strata

Strata

Code Land Use Definition

> 75% Cultivated11

51% - 75% Cultivated 12

15% - 50% Cultivated 20

Agri-Urban31

Dense Urban: 32

40 < 15% Cultivated 

50 Non-agricultural

Other strata are defined on a State by State basis.



Area Sampling Frame

• When an area segment is selected for the June Area Survey, 

the information requested on the June Area Screening 

questionnaire pertains to the land inside the area segment.

• For the area frame survey, the target is the land and you talk to 

whoever is operating the land.

• Once you identify that someone operating land inside the 

segment has agricultural activity, a June Area Tract 

questionnaire will be completed.  Some of those questions 

pertain to the land in the segment, and some pertain to all the 

crops and livestock on the total acres operated by the land 

operator.



Area Sampling Frame

• Advantages

• 100% complete with no duplication

• Stable – the survey results do not fluctuate very much 

from year to year based on the frame or sample design.

• Disadvantages

• Expensive – all data collection is in person

• Heavy workload in a short time period

• Rare items or localized production are sometimes 

missed.

• Respondent burden – sampled for 5 years

• A special situation this year results in some operators being 

sampled for a sixth year



• For a list frame survey, you are trying to get the 

information for the name that is on the label.  You do not 

care where the farm operation is located.  The target is 

the name.
• For most questionnaires, the target is the name of the person on the 

label.  These records have an OpDom (Operator Dominant) code of 

“00”, “85”, or “45”.

• For some questionnaires, the target is the name of the business on 

the label.  These have an OpDom code of “99” (mostly agri-

businesses like grain elevators, large hog contractors, etc).

• For the area frame survey, the target is the land and you 

talk to the person operating the land.
• If the person listed on the label is not operating the land this year, 

contact the new land operator.

Who or what is the Target?



What is a Multiple Frame Survey?

• A multiple frame survey is a statistical 

combination of a list frame survey and an 

area frame survey.

• Most of our surveys and published 

estimates are based on multiple frame 

survey methods.  



Multiple Sampling Frame

• In June, the list frame survey expands for farm 

operators on the list frame.

• The names collected on the June Area Screening 

questionnaire are checked against the list frame.
– If a land operator with ag activity is on the list frame, he/she 

is called overlap (OL) and the data is handled by the list 

frame survey. 

– If a land operator with ag activity is not on the list frame, 

he/she is called non-overlap (NOL) and the data is handled 

by the area frame survey.  



Multiple Sampling Frame

• In the end, the list frame survey expansion is added to the 

NOL area frame survey expansion to give us an indication for 

the different commodities for which we set an estimate.

Multiple Frame = List + NOL

• Frame independence is critical for accurate estimates and for 

measuring frame quality.

• Obtaining correct and complete names on the June Area 

Survey is one of the most important things you can do to 

ensure accurate results!



June Area Survey

• The June Area Survey is one of the most important surveys NASS 

conducts

• The survey provides key survey results for:
• Number of farms and land in farms

• Crop and hay acreages, genetically modified acreages for cotton 

• On-farm grain stocks

• Livestock inventories

• Land values and cash rents

• The survey measures completeness of NASS list frames
• Land operators with ag activity that are not found the NASS list frame may be 

sampled for follow-on surveys

• The sample fields for the Cotton Objective Yield Surveys are 

selected from Cotton fields reported in area segments 



It all begins with you!

• Follow procedures in the Interviewers Manual

• Familiarize yourself with the June Area Screening and Area Tract 
questionnaires and skip patterns

• Obtain complete and correct names and contact information for each person 
operating land inside the area segment (critical part of OL/NOL procedures)

• On aerial photos, draw off tracts so each represents a unique operating 
arrangement

• Accurately screen for agricultural activity (critical part of  OL/NOL procedures).  
Both area tract level and entire farm level data are collected for anyone with 
agricultural activity.

• Accurately identify the type of crop and acreage within the segment

• On Area Tract questionnaires, collect both area tract acres and farm level acres 
(critical part of data summarization)

• Write enumerator comments to help estimate for non-respondents and/or 
explain unusual situations.





TERMS & DEFINITIONS
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“Any establishment from which $1,000 

or more of agricultural products were sold 

or would normally be sold during the 

year”.

 Government payments are included in 

sales.  

Institutional Farms, experimental and 

research farms, and Indian Reservations 

are included as farms.

 Places with their entire acreage 

enrolled in the Conservation Reserve 

Program, set aside, or other government 

programs are considered operating. 

What is a Farm?

?



Terms & Definitions

 What is a sampling unit in an Area Frame 
called?

A.  Segment

B.  Tract

C.  Farm

D.  Field



Terms & Definitions

 What is a photo of a known land area that 
is used to locate an assigned Segment?

A.  State Map

B.  Tract

C.  Aerial Photo

D.  Pictograph



Terms & Definitions

 What is the area of land inside a Segment 
under one type of land operating 
arrangement?

A.  Single Space

B.  Tract

C.  Farm

D.  Field



Terms & Definitions

 What is a continuous area of land devoted 
to one crop or land use?

A.  Acre

B.  Tract

C.  Field

D.  Farm



Terms & Definitions

 What is the part of the farm consisting of 
the main set of buildings?

A.  Central Complex

B.  Barn

C.  Segment

D.  Farmstead



Terms & Definitions

 What is the land that can produce a crop 
for harvest?

A.  Field

B.  Harvest Area

C.  Cropland

D.  Fertile Section



Terms & Definitions

 What is the practice of working the soil?

A.  Shoveling

B.  Digging

C.  Overlap

D.  Tillage



Terms & Definitions

 What are tract operators in an Area Frame 
who are also on the List Frame 
considered?

A.  Unlucky

B.  Overlap

C.  Extreme Operator

D.  Double Respondents



Terms & Definitions

 What is EO, which is often used when 
referencing large farm operators, an 
acronym for?

A.  Eggplant Overproducing

B.  Extreme Overproducer 

C.  Extreme Operator

D.  Extravagant Operator



Terms & Definitions

 What should be obtained from a farmer 
when he or she is unsure of any answers 
during an interview rather than leaving 
the answer space blank?

A.  Random Numbers

B.  Estimates 

C.  Social Security Number
D.  Aerial Photo



Terms & Definitions

 What is the general term for the person 
responsible for all or most of the day-to-
day decisions on a farm?

A.  Wife

B.  Operator

C.  Partner

D.  Producer



Terms & Definitions

 When is land considered Double-cropped?

A.  One crop planted two times

B.  Two crops grown at the same 
time

C.  Two different crops planted on 
the same land in same year

D.  Twice the amount of seed is 
sown



Terms & Definitions

 What is the term for the individual’s name 
appearing alone or the operation’s name 
for managed operations on a 
questionnaire label?

A.  Target Name

B.  Operator

C.  Identity
D.  Sequence Number



Terms & Definitions

 What is another term for grain sorghum?

A.  Rye

B.  Hay

C.  Corn

D.  Milo



Terms & Definitions

 What is the term for crop production per 
unit of area (usually expressed as bushels 
per acre)?

A.  Radius

B.  Produce

C.  Surface Area

D.  Yield



June Area Survey Photos



Aerial Photos
 Segments (normally) rotate on a five-year cycle.

 Each year we normally have about 20% new segments 
and 80% returning segments.  This year there are 
ZERO new segments

 This year’s segments in TX are from 2012 – 2016

 This year’s segments in OK are from 2013 – 2016 

 Some segments require more than one photo

 Labeled “1 of 2” and “2 of 2,” accordingly



Aerial Photos
 Make sure the operator understands exactly what 

piece of land you are talking about

 You and the operator need to have the same, correct 
orientation regarding segment and tract location



Aerial Photos
 Old segment photos will still have tract boundaries 

from last year

 Tract operators and tract boundaries can change from 
year to year

 You must verify all old tract boundaries and operators, 
and make updates when necessary



Problem Segments
 1 OK segment and 15 TX segments from 2016 were 

identified and submitted as problem segments
 Problem segments have been reduced in size and tract 

number by as much as 1/2 or 2/3
 Problem segments have orange markings on the aerial 

photo to outline the re-drawn segment, and to cross off 
the portions removed from last year

 All Ag and Non-Ag Tracts were printed using last year’s 
segment information

 Enumerators will re-screen the problem segment using last 
year’s tract information

 If an operator is no longer in the re-drawn segment, put a 
large X on the face page of the Area Tract questionnaire 
and over the tract in the Screening questionnaire 



Anatomy of a Segment

• Segment

• Tract 

• Field 

• Acreage Grid 

• Calculating Acres



SEGMENT

• What is a Segment?
– Area of land with identifiable boundaries selected 

for the survey

– Outlined in RED

– Six-digit segment number and county name

– Typically surveyed for 5 years
• 20% rotation each year

• 2017 is an exception this year

– You MUST account for all of the land inside the 
segment 

• Including both agricultural and non-agricultural land.
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SEGMENT

• You must account for every acre inside the 
Segment boundary

– To do this you must identify the owners or 
operators of land inside the segment

– Each owner or operator is assigned a Tract
Letter (on the aerial photo and in the Area 
Screening questionnaire)



TRACT

• What is a Tract?
– Parcel of land under one operating arrangement 

which corresponds to a land operator
– There are Ag Tracts and Non-Ag Tracts
– Boundary drawn on aerial photo in BLUE
– Tract labeled on aerial photo in BLUE
– Represented by LETTERS

• Starting with A and then using the next available letter
• Separate letter for each tract 
• Letters should be CAPITALIZED and UNDERLINED

– Each tract must have a completed row on the Area 
Screening questionnaire



A

TRACT
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FIELD

• What is a Field?
– Parcel of land within a tract identifying crops, 

pasture, woods, waste, or other land uses

– Boundary drawn on aerial photo in RED

– Field labeled on aerial photo in RED

– Represented by NUMBERS
• Starting with 1 and then using the next available 

number

• Separate number for each field

• Letters should be UNDERLINED
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Acreage Grid
 When the respondent does not report, or is unsure of, 

tract or field acres, you will need to use the acreage 
grid to determine acres

 Aerial photos usually have a scale of 8 inches = 1 mile



Calculating Acres
 Equation for calculating acres

 Length X Width X 10 = # of Acres

 Examples:
 8” X 8” X 10 = 640 acres

 1” X 4” X 10 = 40 acres

 1” X 1” X 10 = 10 acres

 Sometimes you will have to make judgments about 
how big tracts or fields are. Use your best estimate, 
but remember, the total acres have to add up!
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Area Screening

• Area Frame Concepts

• What is a Non-Ag Tract, and why do they matter?

• Screening Procedures 

• ½ Acre Rule 

• Area Screening Questionnaire 

• Assigning Tract Letters



Area Frame Concepts

 Area Frame is a ‘complete’ sampling frame because every 
acre of land, and therefore, every operator of land, is 
eligible to be sampled. 

 So, we use the Area Frame to sample both the land and 
the operators of land



Area Frame Concepts

 Because the June Area Survey is used to estimate crop 
acres planted (Section D – Crops and Land Use on Tract), 
AND the total number of farm operations, AND livestock 
inventories AND stocks of grain on the entire operation –
the correct determination of Ag versus Non-Ag Tracts is 
paramount.



Non-Ag Tracts

 What is a Non-Ag Tract???

 Is it the land or the operator or both???



Non-Ag Tracts

 A tract of land within a segment is considered Non-Ag, 
ONLY when the operator of the tract tells you that ALL
the land he/she operates has no presence of agriculture.  

 All screening questions (Columns 8 – 16) are accurately 
checked ‘no’.  

 Column 16 is particularly important for older, retired land 
operators with idle cropland or more than 99 acres of 
pasture.



Screening Questionnaire Purpose
 Identifies the segment and lists each tract within that 

segment

 Identifies all tract operators and use of land as of   
June 1

 Ag Tracts

 Non-Ag Tracts

 PIGA Land Tracts



SCREENING

• How do you find out who the owners or 
operators of these tracts are?

– Old segments (or previously enumerated 
segments) will have names and addresses listed in 
the corresponding screening questionnaire.



SCREENING

• The purpose of screening:
– Identify segment boundaries, segment layout, 

non-agricultural areas within the segment, and 
the names and addresses of possible contacts.

• Ask screening questions of operators based on their 
total acres operated 

• Screening questions are used to determine presence 
of “agricultural activity” NOT a “farm”



1/2 Acre Rule (IM Page 503)

 The only scenario which does not require a screening interview 
is a tract where the parcel is ½ acre or less and there is no 
presence of agricultural activity or equine. Tracts like these 
should be designated Non-Ag, and multiple contiguous tracts 
like this may be combined into one tract letter.  These are often 
residential areas.

 Parcels of any size, including ½ acre or less, which have 
agricultural activity or equine present, are Ag Tracts and must 
have the screening questions and Area Tract questionnaire 
completed.

 All operators of parcels greater than ½ acre in size require a 
screening interview to determine if they qualify for an Area 
Tract questionnaire.



1/2 Acre Rule (IM Page 503)
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SCREENING QUESTIONNAIRE

• The Area Screening questionnaire is a tract directory 
used to:
– Record complete names and addresses for all tract 

operators (both Ag and Non-Ag)
– Determine if a tract operator qualifies for an Area Tract 

questionnaire
– Verify the number of tract letters listed matches the 

number of tract letters on the aerial photo
– Compare the sum of reported acres to the digitized acres

• ‘Old’ Tracts will already be listed

• ‘New’ Tracts must be added to the Area Screening 
questionnaire with complete names and addresses.



SCREENING QUESTIONNARIE

• IF a ‘Yes’ or ‘DK’ is marked on any question 8-16, 
you must complete an Area Tract questionnaire 
for this  operator because agricultural activity has 
been determined.
– These questions refer to the ENTIRE operation, not 

just the tract acres. 

• For Non-Ag Tracts, the interview ends in the Area 
Screening questionnaire.  Thus, questions 8 – 16 
are all ‘NO’, and columns 18, 20, and 20a must be 
completed.  Use the decimal point for acreages 
listed in column 18.



SCREENING QUESTIONNARIE

• PIGA land (Public, Industrial, or Grazing 
Association) is handled differently in some 
states.  
– The Area Screening questionnaire has extra columns to 

handle PIGA land

• Column 7 asks if this tract is Public, 
Industrial, or Grazing Association land used 
on an AUM basis.
– If ‘YES’: Enter acres in column 21 and conclude 

the interview



Assigning Tract Letters

• Assign letters A, B, C, etc., in order, as you 
screen the tracts

• Do not skip any letters

• Never reuse a letter

• If all 26 letters are used, start using 
double letters:  AA, BB, CC, etc.



Assigning Tract Letters – Old Segments

Use the same tract letters as last year if the operator is the 
same. Previously enumerated tract letters can be identified 
on Page 2 of the Area Screening questionnaire and on the 
Area Tract questionnaire. 



Assigning Tract Letters – Old Segments

• If a different person is now operating a tract enumerated last 
year, cross out the old name and tract letter in the Area 
Screening questionnaire.  

• If the new operator is new to the segment, enter the name 
and address on the next available line in the Area Screening 
questionnaire and assign the next unused tract letter.  Also 
write the name, address and new tract letter on a blank Area 
Tract questionnaire.

•Erase the old tract letter on the photo and write in the new 
letter. 



In this example, Bill Riggs sold his land to Bob White. Bob 
White did not operate land in this segment last year.  Do 
NOT use the same tract letter but assign a new tract 
letter to Bob White.

Assigning Tract Letters – Old Segments



X through former 

operator

Assigning Tract Letters – Old Segments

Assign next 

unused tract 

letter



New Ag Tracts and Non-Ag Tracts

• For new Ag Tracts:

– write the complete name and address 
INSIDE the Area Screening questionnaire.

– write the complete name and address 
ON a blank Area Tract questionnaire.

• For new Non-Ag Tracts:

– write the complete name and address 
INSIDE the Area Screening questionnaire.



Things to remember

• DON’T FORGET: You must account for all land 
inside the RED segment boundaries for all 
segments.

• All land inside the segment must belong to an Ag 
Tract or a Non-Ag Tract.

• Be sure you have completed the entire segment 
by verifying the number of tracts completed and 
writing tract acreages on the back page of the 
Area Screening questionnaire.



Conducting a Screening Interview

• Area Screening Questionnaire

• When to fill out an Area Tract Questionnaire 

• Coding Column 20a



Area Screening Questionnaire 
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Fill out an Area Tract Questionnaire if...

 On the total acres operated there has been or will be, 
this year…

 Any crops, hay, livestock, poultry, or aquaculture 
produced

 Any agricultural products or receive government 
payments

 On the total acres operated there are any crops in 
storage now or will be before June 1 of next year

 The operator owned or raised any hogs or pigs in the 
past 12 months, or if he or she expects to this year





Fill out an Area Tract Questionnaire if...

 On the total acres operated there were horses, 
ponies, or any other equine, regardless of ownership

 The operation grew any vegetables, melons, fruit, 
nuts, or berries (Excluding home use)

 The operation grew any nursery, greenhouse, 
floriculture, sod, cut Christmas trees, or other woody 
crops (Excluding home use)

 On the total acres operated there was any idle 
cropland or more than 99 acres of permanent pasture



Accounting for Non-Ag Tracts

• If columns 8 – 16 are all checked “No,” 
continue with column 18.

• Non-Ag Tracts must have columns 18, 20, and 
20a completed

• Column 18 – Non-Agricultural Land Use Acres

• Column 20 – Observed Agricultural Potential

• Column 20a – Type of Non-Agricultural Land



Coding Column 20a
 Used for best describing Non-Ag Tracts

 Available codes are provided on a green half-sheet 
card in your workshop folder

 Can also be found in the IM – Page 530





Guidelines
 Data collection begins May 26th

 Project Code 124 – specific to data collection

 Use all normal screening processes including asking 
the screening questions for the total acres operated



It’s May 26th

Time to start interviewing 
the operators in our 
segment!
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